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MAIN FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS

- China deployed data-driven solutions fast and early in the Covid-19 epidemic. Responses included upgrading and expanding components of the existing digital technology ecosystem, most notably facial recognition and “super apps” like WeChat. Well-established links between government and business enabled Beijing to draw on large amounts of user data, often in real-time.

- Macro and micro tools generated from mobile phone tracking data are at the core of China’s approach to Epidemic Prevention and Control (EPC). They have provided inputs to develop the QR-code health apps that enabled quarantine restrictions to be lifted relatively swiftly.

- To identify potentially infected people, China’s government deployed refined facial recognition technology with added temperature sensors and infrared identification solutions. Hospitals and doctors used digital platform solutions for disease monitoring, diagnostics and resource management systems based on big data and AI, and free online health consultations.

- Beijing’s epidemic management prioritizes security over privacy. Laws and regulation focus on facilitating data aggregation and sharing between stakeholders, rather than privacy rights. Despite the integration of personal data protection into the newly established Civil Code, legislation is still fragmented and mainly addresses the private sector. Government departments have greater legal scope to collect and share data.

- Developers of new contact tracing and health apps have been able to build on existing user agreements and standard privacy policies that permit them to share, transfer and disclose personal information without additional consent in the interest of public safety and public health.

- China’s data-driven management of Covid-19 has shown key benefits, i.e. reviving public life in a strictly controlled form based on rapidly deployed solutions to trace people’s movements, contacts and health status. Digital platform solutions have improved medical research, patient treatment and resource management within the health sector.

- However, the swift roll out of data-driven solutions to manage public health also highlighted several kinds of risks. Technological solutions like the QR health codes proved only partially functional or serviceable. Personal data has been misused by companies to collect data for their own commercial interest. Local cadres have also abused personal data in the drive to detect infected people and reduce new cases.

- Data leaks have resulted in discrimination and stigma against some social groups, e.g., people from severely affected areas. Data breaches led to publicly voiced concerns about personal data protection. Overall, Covid-19 has triggered new debates on privacy in China which, as in Europe, increasingly evolve around the dilemma of balancing public safety and privacy interests.

- Only some of China’s data-driven solutions for managing Covid-19 are appropriate for use in a European context. Solutions for diagnostics and treatment should be further assessed and could be relatively easily applied in Europe. Others, like contact tracing based on excessive data collection and opaque algorithms, are incompatible with European data protection values and norms.
Freedom or quarantine - China’s digital health control in times of Covid-19

Complex and often opaque algorithms evaluate individual parameters

Centralized data storage and sharing with authorities is standard practice in China

Dynamic QR code delivers up-to-date information on individual infection probability

Scan result options:
- Red: 14-day quarantine
- Yellow: 7-day quarantine
- Green: free to move

The Hangzhou Health Code:
In the first days, out of 7.25 million QR-verdicts, 315,000 were red and 200,000 were yellow → 4.4% of users were high and 2.8% medium risk. In contrast, approximately three months after launch of the app, the official case number for Hangzhou was at only 169.

How good is app-based health control?
There are several caveats:
- Self-assessed health status is unreliable input
- Regionally fragmented use of apps reduces efficacy
- Questionable accuracy of geo-sat navigation
1. Introduction: Using data to fight the virus

In the global Covid-19 crisis, European governments find themselves struggling to decide on how to use digital technologies appropriately. They hope that using contact tracing apps can rekindle the economy while curbing the “R rate” – the rate of new infections – and keep the outbreak at bay. At the same time, they have to strike a difficult balance between personal data protection on one hand and effective data collection and analysis on the other.

So far, European countries have generally acted in a slow and uncoordinated manner concerning the deployment of data-driven solutions to fight Covid-19. The various technical solutions being discussed or rolled out by national governments differ on what data can be collected, where data should be stored, and the transparency of data-sharing agreements.

By contrast, China’s government and companies did deploy data-driven solutions early on to battle the virus. They swiftly turned to AI-based and Big Data solutions for crisis management, enforcing their use across multiple departments. Therefore, looking at China can offer a valuable window into the future for Europe. But it is also important to recognize at least three specific features of China’s approach that limit its relevance and applicability for other countries.

First, the People’s Republic of China (PRC) has a relatively weak legal and institutional framework for personal data protection, favoring protection of party-state interests over individual civil rights. In cases of broadly defined public security and health issues, the state has direct access to data collected by bureaucracies and companies. Faced with the Covid-19 epidemic, this provided Chinese authorities with speedy access to sensitive information for individual contact tracing and monitoring.

Second, China’s government started fighting the pandemic relying on an extensive pre-existing digital infrastructure that was already producing massive amounts of data. The Chinese government could readily transform the existing infrastructure and turn it into an integral part of its anti-coronavirus strategy, notably employing facial recognition solutions and so-called “super apps” like WeChat developed by commercial companies that routinely integrate user data and various services.

Third, the close ties between government and business enabled China’s government to draw on large amounts of user data, often in real-time. China’s major internet and communication technology (ICT) companies are privately owned. However, they are linked to the government by internal party cells, granted protection and favors or through public private partnerships.

The Chinese government itself – as well as some political actors and journalists in liberal democracies – has been quick to declare its approach provides a model for others to follow. However, China’s data-driven Covid-19 management is not as effective as it is often claimed or supposed in Western media reports or among politicians.

This study will examine three issues:

1) The various data-driven digital solutions that China employed.
2) China’s personal data protection framework and how it has been implemented in the context of Covid-19 containment measures.
3) The observed benefits and risks of the deployed data-driven solutions and how to evaluate them.
Swift roll-out: Data-driven solutions supported China’s anti-Corona fight
Timeline of outbreak and related app development

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OUTBREAK EVENTS</th>
<th>TECH DEVELOPMENT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>December 31</td>
<td>Exhibit 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wuhan Municipal Health Commission publicly acknowledges 27 cases</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December 8</td>
<td>January 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First cases of ‘Wuhan Pneumonia’ reported</td>
<td>Xi Jinping calls for fighting the epidemic. Confirmation of human-to-human transmission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>January 12</td>
<td>January 23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHO announces official name of novel Coronavirus (2019-nCov)</td>
<td>Wuhan under lock-down, 13 cities follow next day. 639 confirmed cases in China</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>January 30</td>
<td>February 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baidu Research launches Linear-Fold, an AI algorithm to speed up analysis of coronavirus RNA</td>
<td>FRT company Hanwang first to claim ability to identify masked faces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>January 31</td>
<td>February 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11,791 cases confirmed</td>
<td>Hubei reports 14,840 new cases in a single day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>February 2</td>
<td>February 14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hospital staff and resource management platform goes live</td>
<td>Company Dilusense launches “Body temperature detection guard”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>February 9</td>
<td>February 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>February 19</td>
<td>March 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China’s three major telecoms launch Information Big Data Itinerary Pass</td>
<td>WHO declares Covid-19 outbreak a global pandemic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March 19</td>
<td>March 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China reports no new locally spread infections</td>
<td>Tencent launches “Study Resumption Code”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March 20</td>
<td>April 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China declares victory over Covid-19</td>
<td>Wuhan lockdown lifted; China declares victory over Covid-19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 17</td>
<td>April 21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wuhan authorities adjust death toll; national total pushed to 4,632 deaths</td>
<td>“Information Big Data Itinerary Pass” upgraded to include international travel, renamed “Anti-epidemic Health Information Code”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 12</td>
<td>New Covid-19 outbreak in Beijing prompts mass testings and lockdowns</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: MERICS
2. How the state and firms deployed apps and data infrastructure

A wide range of AI and Big Data applications have been deployed in China to fight the spread of the novel coronavirus following its emergence in Wuhan in December 2019. There are three broad categories of tools and applications supporting the government’s data-driven management of Covid-19.

1) Movement tracing tools

2) Recognition and identification technologies

3) Digital health sector applications

The outbreak of Covid-19 has also spurred innovation and development in other digital commercial markets not directly connected to the government’s data-driven epidemic management strategies, such as online education, e-commerce platforms, or gaming. “The virus outbreak has fast-forwarded the development of the remote working (market) by five years,” according to platform provider Tencent. However, an examination of these commercial aspects lies beyond the scope of this analysis (see Exhibit 2).

2.1. MACRO AND MICRO MOVEMENT TRACING TOOLS

Mobile phone tracking is at the heart of China’s approach to Epidemic Prevention and Control (EPC). At the macro level, tracking has helped to monitor and visualize large-scale population movement. It has also enabled screening and monitoring of high-risk groups. Such tools have been developed either by telecom providers tracking registered phone numbers or by private companies who drew on data collected through multifunctional apps (including online payment, satellite localization, etc.). By mid-February, 40 percent of all Covid-19-related data harvesting was directed towards visualization and monitoring efforts to analyze the spread of the virus, according to the China Academy of Telecommunication Planning Research (CAICT), an institution affiliated with the Ministry of Industry and Information Technology (MIIT).²

---

Exhibit 2

AI and Big Data technologies versus Covid-19

543 applications are listed on the “Information platform on epidemic prevention and control”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technology Type</th>
<th>Applications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mobile phone tracking data</td>
<td>98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smart city infrastructure</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health care sector</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commercial and other applications</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Big data smart analysis systems</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smart identification (incl. temperature measurement)</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smart education and online office</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smart communication (public consultation and customer service robot)</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical smart service robots</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smart medical assistant diagnosis systems</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smart emergency dispatching platform</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Online consultation</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smart patrol robot (including drones)</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smart service robot (non-medical)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smart transportation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genome testing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drug development</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

HOW QR HEALTH CODES WORK

At the core of most apps are algorithms that gauge the probability of an individual having the virus, based on the phone owner’s travel history over the previous 14 days, geographic location and personal identification. User-submitted information can include contact with an infected person and a self-assessment of their health status. These individualized digital health assessment certificates are stored in QR codes. When scanned, these return one of three results. Green for “allowed to move freely,” orange for “recommended for seven-day quarantine,” or red for “recommended for 14-day quarantine.”

Most public transport, supermarkets, and housing complexes now request individuals to show a QR code instead of the previously issued paper certificates.

At least 100 similar QR-based health assessment apps have been launched by other developers apart from Alibaba. Many provinces introduced regional health codes, and private companies started offering similar products, for instance the “Daily Health Check-in”, a new feature in DingTalk (Alibaba’s company communication platform), and the “Study Resumption Code” by Tencent, started in the southern province of Guizhou. China’s three telecom providers (China Mobile, China Unicom, China Telecom) jointly launched the “Information Big Data Itinerary Pass” on February 29th, pooling data on China’s 1.6 billion registered phone numbers and the geographic movement of their customers.

However, these new QR apps lack mutual recognition standards and interoperability features, which undermines their usefulness. This has caused confusion and even tensions at provincial borders: citizens were not allowed to cross into other administrative districts when they were not using the same app. Some provinces have started signing cooperation agreements on joint health code recognition, e.g., between Zhejiang, Hainan, Hubei, Sichuan and Hubei. This fragmentation of applications is problematic because, according to studies, effective use into other administrative districts when they were not using the same app. Some provinces have started signing cooperation agreements on joint health code recognition, e.g., between Zhejiang, Hainan, Hubei, Sichuan and Hubei. This fragmentation of applications is problematic because, according to studies, effective use of tracing apps for containment requires a relatively high amount of the overall population with smartphones to run the same app, or apps that collect and process data based on the same standards (see Box 1).

2.2 RECOGNITION AND IDENTIFICATION TECHNOLOGIES

Surveillance tech has advanced significantly in response to the needs of emergency management. In the early stage, Chinese experts had called the recognition and identification infrastructure of smart cities almost “useless.” For example, after the government mandated facemasks, facial recognition technology (FRT) proved able to recognize only 50 percent of masked faces. However, after engineers trained the AI recognition systems, using, amongst others, a police identification database of some 1.2 billion people, individuals wearing facemasks could be recognized with accuracies of above 90 percent. Additionally, Hanwang, MegVii, and other private companies have now added temperature sensors to their facial recognition devices that – after individual identification – measure individuals’ temperature with an error rate of ±0.3°C Celsius.

Infrared identification solutions have been developed for commercial use as an alternative to facial recognition systems. Dilusense, a Beijing based FRT company with cameras in multiple regions, including the Hong Kong-Macao-Zhuhai bridge and cities in Zhejiang province, launched the “body temperature detection guard” on February 29th, pooling data on China’s 1.6 billion registered phone numbers and the geographic movement of their customers.

Surveillance tech has advanced significantly in response to the needs of emergency management.

Box 1

Mobile tracking data was among the inputs used to develop QR-code health apps for individual use, which became central to China’s ability to lift quarantine restrictions. Co-operation between tech firms and local authorities played a major role: Alibaba assembled a team of engineers the day after Hangzhou – the internet giant’s home city – went into lockdown on February 3rd. Working with Hangzhou city government, Alibaba conducted the first public trials of the QR “Health Code” (健康码) just three days later. Within a week, the Hangzhou government began rolling out the QR “Health Code” onto phones city-wide. The QR code was adopted by the rest of Zhejiang province, the nearby metropolis of Shanghai, and the western powerhouse province of Sichuan on February 12th.

However, the Hangzhou city hotline received more than 50,000 complaints within the first week about inexplicable QR results, and several cities recorded QR app crashes in the following weeks. Alibaba and various project partners have subsequently made similar versions of the “Health Code” available in over 200 Chinese cities and on multiple platforms. The app is currently used by almost all of China’s 900 million internet users.
to buildings, e.g., housing complexes. People’s body temperatures are taken with infrared thermal imaging and announced by a voice system. A summary is sent to the company. Dilusense developed its technologies partly by supplying the Public Security Bureau of Yiwu County in the Xinjiang region for surveillance of the Muslim Uighur population.

Dilusense also provided its facial recognition infrastructure to the city of Wenzhou to enforce measures that required every household to appoint one family member who was allowed on shopping trips every two days. Recognition and identification technologies beyond facial recognition have also been vital to China’s epidemic prevention control. Drone maker DJI, for example, has provided the city of Shenzhen and 1,000 counties with disinfectant-spraying drones.

### 2.3 DIGITAL HEALTH SECTOR APPS FOR RESEARCH, CONSULTATION AND RESOURCE MANAGEMENT

Due to recent digitalization efforts, China’s health sector has been well prepared to use data-driven tools. A national drive led since 2018 by the State Council and the National Health Commission has pushed ahead the digitalization of information channels. These include medical records, lab evaluations, and image archiving, areas where individual data and diagnostic tools overlap. This initiative has stimulated the use of big data and AI to implement platform-based early warning systems, disease monitoring, and resource management systems. Areas to benefit include research and development (R&D) in public health and medicine.

For instance, a prediction model developed by PingAn Technology is helping official health care bodies in the cities of Chongqing and Shenzhen to predict outbreaks with accuracy rates of more than 90 percent. The National Supercomputing Center in Shenzhen, in collaboration with companies like Sensetime, provides high-performance computing support to researchers conducting large-scale screening of potential drugs, and working on predicting virus mutations. Similar efforts have already succeeded in drastically reducing the time needed to evaluate CT scans or analyze the genetic RNA structure of SARS-CoV-2.

Online platforms have been an essential support for many medical institutions to develop efficient responses to Covid-19-related challenges. Government data from MIIT shows more than 190 public medical institutions and nearly 100 corporate internet hospitals across the country currently provide free online consultations that partially alleviate the pressure on conventional public hospitals. Good Doctor Online, Chunyu Doctor, Ping An Good Doctor, and other enterprises have pooled the resources of over 10,000 medical experts in the fields of respiratory, infectious diseases and internal medicine to provide free consultations for patients. These platforms have also helped improve resource management; for instance, “Huoshaoyun Health Management Platform” now provides the Fujian local government with a database of 60,000 employees from 4,500 enterprises in the health sector to coordinate the deployment of resources and to relieve hospital staff.

### 2.4. SOCIAL CREDIT SYSTEM HAS BEEN USED TO ENFORCE COMPLIANCE

Digital tools have played an important role in monitoring compliance and supporting extensive analog EPC measures. To enforce lockdown measures, travel bans, centralized quarantine, and home isolation as well as strict hygiene requirements for employers and building managers, the government has been able to make use of the Social Credit System. The system is a framework of interconnected databases and rating mechanisms that tracks compliance with laws and regulations—and a key project of the government to use digitization and pooling of data sources for social governance. Serious offenders are blacklisted and face coordinated punishments and restrictions across government departments.

To boost compliance with pandemic containment regulations, people and companies who hid infections, broke mandatory quarantine and other preventive measures found themselves blacklisted and sanctioned. At the same time, to avoid excessive burdens for individuals and companies suffering income losses due to the pandemic, the government offered temporary exemptions from sanctions, when they failed to repay debts or pay social insurance fees.

### 3. Beijing’s epidemic management prioritizes security over privacy

China’s data-driven approach to combating the pandemic rests on digitalization and informatization policies reaching back more than a decade. Most recently, the 2016 National Informatization Development Strategy and the “Internet+” strategy in the current five-year plan (2016–2020), promote the use of ICT in all policy areas, including public health. As part of the “Internet+” strategy, the “Internet+Health Care” initiative has focused on the expansion of e-services such as online consultation, and establishing a national information system. The initiative also explicitly seeks to use big data analysis for epidemic prevention and management.
China’s authorities have long treated data-driven solutions and digital infrastructures as essential for effective governance. New epidemic control measures and policies during the Covid-19 crisis also benefited from the rapid build-out of monitoring and surveillance technology across China in past years.

One key goal of the Social Credit System, a comprehensive monitoring and tracking system currently developed under the auspices of the central government, and efforts to promote “smart city” development since 2016 has been to integrate data sources across government departments. Under the rubric of “safe cities” policies, public spaces from schools to streets and transport hubs are now fully monitored by digital security technologies like facial recognition systems. Experience gained in these efforts enabled companies such as Hanwang, Diliusense, and SenseTime to adapt their algorithms quickly when the coronavirus outbreak required swift solutions for epidemic control.

### 3.1 China’s Data Protection Legislation is Fragmented

China’s legal and regulatory framework reflects the party-state’s view of data as a freely accessible governance resource and a commodity aiding economic development. Laws and regulations focus on facilitating data aggregation and on sharing between stakeholders rather than privacy rights. Regarding personal data, there is no comprehensive framework comparable to the European Union’s General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR). The Cybersecurity Law (CSL), in force since 2017, features a section on data privacy, defining, for instance, principles of legality, proportionality and necessity for the collection and use of personal data. But the law also requires network and service providers to verify user identities and share data with supervisory and public security organs.

The new Civil Code adopted in May 2020 has strengthened privacy protection by more clearly defining under what circumstances personal information can be gathered and used and by expanding civil liability for infringement of privacy rights. However, the main definitions and benchmarks for personal data protection in China are found in non-binding standards like the Personal Information Security Specifications (PIS) issued by the National Information Security Standardization Technical Committee. According to these standards, explicit consent and encryption are generally needed to collect sensitive information like biometric data, travel history or health information. The Basic Healthcare and Health Promotion Law of 2019 only broadly prohibits illegal collection, use and sale and it stops short of clearly defining personal health data.

### To share or not to share

Chinese and European approaches to data

Comparison of key data protection standards:
- Absent
- Partially addressed
- Addressed

**Assessment:**
Strength of the general legal framework for personal data protection

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>China</th>
<th>European Union</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Privacy protected by constitution</td>
<td>★★★</td>
<td>★★★★</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Definition of personal data</td>
<td>★★★</td>
<td>★★★★</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal framework for personal data protection and coherence</td>
<td>★★★</td>
<td>★★★★</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Independent data protection agency</td>
<td>★★★</td>
<td>★★★★</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Civil society participating in regulations and oversight</td>
<td>★★★</td>
<td>★★★★</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Possibility of consumer lawsuit</td>
<td>★★★</td>
<td>★★★★</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Assessment:**
Emphasis of best practices by relevant agencies during Covid-19

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>China</th>
<th>European Union</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Data minimization</td>
<td>★★★</td>
<td>★★★★</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purpose limitation &amp; voluntary nature</td>
<td>★★★</td>
<td>★★★★</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temporary nature and review of continued necessity</td>
<td>★★★</td>
<td>★★★★</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transparency</td>
<td>★★★</td>
<td>★★★★</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security</td>
<td>★★★</td>
<td>★★★★</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Restriction of data sharing with authorities</td>
<td>★★★</td>
<td>★★★★</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Based on relevant personal data protection legislation, CAC Notice (Feb 4, 2020) and recommendations by the APP Working Group (Feb 27, 2020) and on Common EU-Toolbox for Member States (April 15, 2020).
3.2 THE GOVERNMENT CAN ACCESS PERSONAL DATA ON ‘PUBLIC EMERGENCY’ GROUNDS

In a public emergency such as a pandemic, the CSL and PIS permit derogation from existing data protection norms. Authorities are obliged by these laws to limit data collection to what is required to address the emergency, but the exemption permits them to access, for instance, personal data collected via mobile devices. Retention of personal data by telecoms and online service providers is the norm, not the exception.

In early February, the Cyberspace Administration of China (CAC), a cross-ministerial coordination agency in charge of internet oversight, called on government departments to actively cooperate with “capable firms” and allowed the publication of desensitized data for epidemic protection without consent. Publication of raw data remains prohibited (see Exhibit 3).

Laws and regulations governing the collection and use of personal data primarily address the private sector. Government departments have greater legal scope to collect and share data. Central or local governments can, if they wish, give companies broad and rapid access to personal data by entering into agreements for them to receive and process the data. This has allowed the merging of public and private corporate data pools for crisis response work.

Facial recognition technology companies were even provided with a police database to train their algorithms to recognize individuals wearing facemasks. Public security organs play a key role in the drafting and implementation of regulations and have a keen interest in the collection of a wide array of personal data.

3.3 CRISIS HIGHLIGHTS WEAK PROTECTION OF PRIVACY RIGHTS

The government push for data-driven containment of Covid-19 has laid bare weak spots in personal data protection. Regulations are focused on providing government organs with enforcement information, rather than on anonymizing data or other protective measures. According to a note issued by the Cyberspace Administration of China (CAC) that laid the groundwork for the implementation of digital solutions in the epidemic, citizens are not obliged to use them. But the note also fails to establish additional safeguards for data protection to address the increased usage, analysis, and transfer of personal data during the crisis, which has created more potential for its misuse.

Many apps are integrated into bigger online communication and payment ecosystems pooling vast amounts of personal data. Developers of new contact tracing and health apps tend to build on existing user agreements and standard privacy policy allowing them to share, transfer and disclose personal information to authorities for public safety or public health matters without additional consent.

In light of the vast growth of data use and low transparency, the oversight of data protection is insufficient. The sheer amount of new public-private partnerships using different data sets and algorithms limits the possibility of efficient oversight of user agreements or actual practices. To remedy this problem, the App Governance Working Group was set up in 2019 as a watchdog. However, this is not an independent inspection agency but part of another committee that answers directly to the CAC and only addresses case-based violations (see Box 2).

The government is aware of the practical challenges stemming from fragmentation of contact tracing apps. New directives formulated since early April 2020 are aimed at standardizing data sets and algorithms so that one code can be used nationwide (一码通用).

Box 2

Government departments in China have greater legal scope to collect and share data

KEY AGENCIES BEHIND STANDARDS AND GUIDELINES

The Cyberspace Administration of China (CAC) was founded in 2014 as a super-agency in charge of cyberspace governance, from drafting regulations to inter-ministerial coordination and policy implementation. The CAC answers directly to the Central Cyberspace Affairs Commission, which is led by Xi Jinping.

The National Information Security Standardization Technical Committee (TC260) established in 2002 is subordinated to CAC and led by representatives from key government organs. Also represented are state-owned and private ICT companies such as ZTE, Huawei, Baidu, Alibaba, and Tencent.

The App Governance Working Group was established in late 2019 as a lower-level working group of the TC260. It is tasked with monitoring the protection of personal data in applications and coordinating different state-affiliated consumer and ICT associations.
While improvements are on the horizon with a *Personal Data Protection Law* and *Data Security Law* on the legislative agenda,\(^2\) constraints on government organs will remain limited. On an institutional level, the newly established public-private partnerships and procedures for data exchange in their agreements are likely to become put on a permanent basis and to be adapted for uses beyond epidemic management.

4. Assessing China’s data-driven approach to crisis management

As the analysis above has shown, China’s data-driven management approach is inherently loaded with tension: China’s government, in alliance with national ICT companies, has rapidly employed and upgraded a wide range of digital technologies to track, monitor, and treat the virus among its citizens. It has, however, prioritized quick and massive data collection and sharing, without equal attention to adequate safeguards for personal data protection.

Consequently, an assessment of the efficacy of China’s data-driven management needs to reflect on benefits and risks (see Exhibit 4). The deployed solutions have enabled the Chinese government to quickly monitor, display and publicize the spread of the virus. Consequently, the leadership has been able to nurture a sense of safety and convenience in the population which has helped to restart societal and economic life. Especially within the health care sector, digital solutions helped to alleviate pressure on hospitals struggling with increased patient throughput.

However, the technical specifications of personal health apps are opaque, some apparently lack security in terms of data protection. Many accounts of false individual health status assessments have called into question the accuracy of data-driven solutions. In addition, officials on the local level have used gathered data to an extent that not permitted by Chinese law. As a result, data has been leaked, both accidentally and deliberately, and appeared on social media. This has fostered widespread discrimination and stigmatization of specific groups, such as people from areas with high Covid-19 infection rates. The following sections will look at these aspects in more detail.

### Exhibit 4
Benefits for the party-state, risks for the people
Assessing the efficacy of China’s data-driven Covid-19 management

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benefits</th>
<th>Risks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Personal data governance</strong></td>
<td><strong>Distortion of pandemic assessment</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quick data collection and aggregation</td>
<td>High acceptance of apps among population</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mobile phone tracking</strong></td>
<td><strong>Mobile phone tracking</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real-time monitoring of mobility and health status</td>
<td>Quick go-to-market and test opportunities for private companies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Smart City infrastructure</strong></td>
<td><strong>Smart City infrastructure</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comprehensive tracking and monitoring; identification of potential infections</td>
<td>More accurate facial recognition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Health sector infrastructure</strong></td>
<td><strong>Health sector infrastructure</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alleviation of pressure on hospital management and increased patient throughput</td>
<td>Improved AI-based diagnostics and patient record management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Public response</strong></td>
<td><strong>Public response</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sense of job security, convenience and safety</td>
<td>Increased public acceptance of digital monitoring and surveillance</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: MERICS
4.1 USAGE OF TECHNOLOGICAL SOLUTIONS

China’s authorities were quickly able to employ data-driven solutions to trace people’s movements, contacts and health status by adapting and upgrading the existing digital technology ecosystem, which enabled them to revive public life in a strictly controlled form. The benefits and risks vary between the three different categories of solutions analyzed.

MOBILE TRACING TOOLS

On a national level, ready-to-use mobile phone tracking solutions have helped to monitor, display and publicize the spread of the virus. It provided the government and the public with easy access to interactive services. For instance, people could enter their train or flight number to check if there had been an infection reported related to their journey and assess hospital ICU capacity or the density of people at a given location.

For ICT companies and app developers, Covid-19 has been a unique opportunity to quickly launch, test and refine new solutions based on massive user data and feedback. After the first individual health QR code launched in Hangzhou, other private companies quickly rushed to market with their own app versions. Alibaba claims to have powered some 200 regional variations while Tencent states that 300 cities implemented its QR code.

The technical specifications of personal apps are opaque and offer questionable accuracy and poor security. Few makers of the widely adopted QR-code health apps have disclosed details of how probabilities are computed. Predicting viral outbreaks by relying on user input, such as self-assessed health status, has proved to be misleading. Furthermore, technical boundaries, such as a limited geographic accuracy when locating mobile phones, will leave a certain error margin and is likely to lead to false positives and false negatives (i.e., falsely identified infected and uninfected).

No app maker has disclosed their algorithm, which has sparked debates among analysts and tech bloggers. Numbers from the first iteration of the Hangzhou Health Code QR-code app suggest that it was not designed to red flag the actually infected but to issue overly cautious quarantine requests.

Out of 7.25 million QR verdicts in the first few days, 316,000 were red and 200,000 were yellow, suggesting that 4.4 percent of the related persons were at high risk and 2.8 percent at medium risk. However, approximately three months later, the city authorities have only acknowledged a total of 169 officially diagnosed cases of Covid-19.

Limited geographic accuracy when locating mobile phones may have produced false health status assessments: users have reported sudden, inexplicable changes to their health status or been denied access to their own apartments. The dynamic QR codes in use (as opposed to static codes) allow data retrieval relating to the scanned phone and its user from a central database that contains the individual information. High standards in encryption, verification, and access control are therefore required – but currently absent – to prevent health code information being accessed by unauthorized scanning clients.

RECOGNITION AND IDENTIFICATION TECHNOLOGIES

Satellites in China’s home-grown Beidou navigation system have enabled the Chinese government to enhance infrastructure setup and resource deployment. For example, Wuhan University was able to collect and analyze multiple data streams to find the best spots for huge makeshift hospitals. High-resolution earth observation satellites then monitored their construction. E-commerce company JD also delivered medical equipment to Wuhan’s outlying hospitals with drones and robots operating on Beidou.

Companies have refined their facial recognition technologies rapidly to provide comprehensive monitoring of individual behavior. A key innovation has been body temperature testing, in addition to monitoring travel history, quarantine and mask wearing compliance (via drones). The developers claim accuracy levels of more than 99 percent for temperature monitoring (citing an error rate of ±0.3°C) and more than 90 percent for facial recognition of people wearing masks. However, accuracies may be lower than claimed. One survey from December 2019 found that around 60 percent of Chinese respondents had encountered issues with facial recognition technology (FRT) in situations that included housing complexes and public transport.

Companies have refined their facial recognition technologies rapidly to provide comprehensive monitoring of individual behavior.
HEALTH-CARE SECTOR-SPECIFIC SOLUTIONS

Big data and AI-based solutions have supported resource management and patient treatment in the health care sector. Solutions include hospital-wide management of staff and beds, and between hospitals and extend to AI-based remote online consultations, on-site diagnosis, and patient care. For example, a health platform built for the Jiangsu Health Commission to allow online consultation and standardize medical diagnostic forms (ERM) has been adopted by 68 hospitals and linked to 20 other health care platforms in the outbreak.

Poor quality data collection may introduce risks into these efforts. Misleading data could arise from an unfortunate combination of a backward collection method (in most hospitals patients are identified by handwritten form-filling) and a flawed classification system. For example, the option “unknown pneumonia” (potentially Covid-19) on CDC infectious disease reports brings so much extra bureaucratic burden that doctors may be discouraged from ticking this box.

4.2 IMPLEMENTATION OF PERSONAL DATA PROTECTION

The central government has endorsed quick and massive data collection and sharing to monitor and mitigate the spread of the virus. On a local level, QR code-based health apps have quickly become de facto mandatory, playing a gatekeeper role for access to residential and commercial buildings. Consequently, a high percentage of China’s urban population is presumed to have installed such apps.

However, the ad hoc emergency EPC actions of local authorities have counter-acted some of the potential EPC benefits by introducing wider structural risks. Local governments have permitted companies and app developers to collect additional user data in pursuit of their own commercial interests. They have granted options for sharing data in public emergencies with scant restrictions on seeking user consent for data sharing with third parties. Developers have relied on already-granted user consent, as many apps have been integrated into existing platforms belonging to China’s leading ICT companies. Sensitive personal information has also been transferred to public security bodies without explicit user consent or knowledge.

Grassroots public officials and party members have made use of gathered data beyond the constraints of the law. Local cadres were faced with the political priority of detecting infected individuals quickly and the rapid reduction of new cases at all costs. They had no professional incentives and also no training to build awareness of personal data protection or development of specific guidelines for it.

As a result, personal data has been – both accidentally and deliberately – leaked and appeared on social media. This has fostered widespread discrimination and stigmatization of specific groups, such as people from highly infected areas. The government has announced its intention to introduce stricter regulations for personal data use by corporates. However, China’s party-state government is unlikely to shift its core approach in order to address personal data misuse, especially where party-state interests are involved.
4.3 PUBLIC RESPONSE

Within the official party-state media, China’s government has portrayed the usage of data-driven solutions on a macro level as “precise management and control of the disease.” Moreover, Beijing emphasizes societal benefits, e.g., restricted access to residential buildings by “outsiders”, as well as economic incentives to secure one’s workplace with the help of permits to enter office buildings.47

The gatekeeper function of health control apps has offered Chinese citizens a sense of security. Large parts of China’s urban society have seemingly embraced the new apps and readily installed them to gain individualized risk/health assessments. Installation and usage of apps is not mandatory in a legal sense. But they offer healthy citizens a less restricted, more normal everyday life. Moreover, most personal health QR codes operate on widely used “super apps” like Alipay or WeChat. This convenience very likely contributes to Chinese people being more willing to support them.

Chinese citizens have also voiced criticism of recurring error reports and data leakages. Between January and February 2020, the official “App Governance Working Group” received 300 complaints about COVID-19-related apps that collect personal data.48 Complaints were made against a variety of apps and platform solutions, not only contact tracing. In its report, the working group merely responded by advising people to read user agreements carefully.

Incidents reported in China’s media and reactions published in social media reflect the spectrum of public anxieties about personal data protection (see Exhibit 5). Covid-19 has stimulated a new round of privacy debates in China, which have evolved around the difficult balance of addressing public safety concerns and providing privacy protection. A proponent of the former position is Liu Deliang, professor at Beijing Normal University’s Law School. He argues that data leaks should be strictly punished, but that further “unnecessary” limitations would undermine the state’s capacity to handle data.49 Objectors include law professor Yang Jian from Nanjing Normal University, who argues that facial recognition technologies greatly intrude on personal rights and that personal data protection rights should always be maximized and prioritized.50

These public voices are a strong signal that the party-state’s data-driven approach is not uncontested within China. To what extent Chinese expert voices calling for privacy protection modeled according to the GDPR will continue to exist or even gain influence within the PRC will depend partly on how effectively European actors design and implement technological solutions for Covid-19 management.

5. Recommendations: Assessing the efficacy of China’s data-driven crisis management

Our assessment of the efficacy of China’s data-driven management approach to Covid-19 has revealed a mixed picture. The speed and scope of technological adaptation and adoption has shown Beijing’s ability to promote technical solutions to meet urgent political needs, and to some extent public needs too. The digital measures have contributed to an enhanced perception of public security among China’s citizens. However, this has come at the expense of personal data protection. It has also exposed weaknesses in technical functionality and limitations on the central and local authorities’ ability to secure full public support without greatly improving personal data protection.

China is ahead of Europe on the pandemic curve, so there is much that European actors can learn from an assessment of China’s data-driven crisis management:

LESSONS FOR EUROPE

- **Assess data-driven digital solutions in greater detail and specificity:** As China’s experience has shown, mobile phone tracing data and smart city infrastructure applications come with high risks of inaccuracy and misuse. Digital solutions in the health care sector, i.e. in hospital management or diagnostics have proven to be mainly beneficial.

- **Initiate a holistic debate about app infrastructure:** Emphasize transparency and user consent on data sharing beyond the current focus on data storage. Evidence from China suggests that obsessive data sharing is one key source of data breaches/leakages. This endangers public support for contact tracing applications.

- **Learn from best practices in other countries that have done well in fighting the pandemic so far.** Taiwan, Hongkong and Singapore have managed to maximize the benefits of data-driven solutions even better than the PRC. In those countries, app usage was often mandatory. However, clear legal restrictions applied, and on- and offline measures were communicated actively and transparently.
Strengthen civil society participation and public transparency and media engagement to prevent rent seeking from vested interests during the adoption of digital solutions. An existing framework for personal data protection is not enough to prevent infringement of privacy, especially in countries that lack powerful actors to enforce the implementation of privacy rights.

DEALING WITH CHINA

- Mitigate against privacy and data security risks stemming from China’s increasing efforts to export digital health products/apps under its Digital Silk Road strategy. Companies like Huawei or Alibaba have started to offer communication and diagnostics work with hospitals and health authorities in Italy and France. European government should ensure that personal health data of European citizens are stored in EU-based data centers. Otherwise, if Chinese companies transfer personal data to China, i.e. under the EU’s standard contractual clauses, privacy protection up to the GDPR level can’t be ensured.

- Track the evolving integration of different digital applications and models. New data collection methods established through epidemic prevention efforts may serve as a model and feed into other monitoring initiatives such as the Social Credit System. Hangzhou has sought to introduce an integrated health score including individual behavior such as smoking or exercise. A pilot project in Tiantai, Zhejiang, uses the grading and health code model for discipline inspection and monitoring work of the Communist Party. Understanding this is relevant in the broader context of Chinese governance.

- Leverage ongoing privacy debates within China to advocate for European interests. Domestic public voices put pressure on China’s government to refine and unify personal data protection. European politicians can link their own reasoning to legal and economic arguments from Chinese experts when engaging with the Chinese government.

- Track open source initiatives to explore potential for corporate-led cooperation: Corporates have announced plans to make open-source platforms available for tackling various aspects of the pandemic. For example, Baidu has made its RNA folding prediction algorithm LinearFold publicly available.

The authors would like to thank David Lenz for his contribution in researching and drafting this paper during his internship at MERICS.
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30 | See e.g. template statement in Alipay privacy agreement, allowing them to share, transfer, and publicly disclose personal information without consent when directly related matters of public health and safety.
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